### Agent:

#### Exhibit A: Ancient Newspaper Article

1. Which group loved Caesar?
2. What two reasons did they love him?
3. Why might this upset the senators?

#### Exhibit B: Ancient Artifacts

1. What does the coin say on it and what does it mean?
2. What is carved on the tomb? What does it mean?
3. Why might Brutus have felt pressured to stop Caesar?

#### Exhibit C: The Twelve Caesars by Plutarch

1. What did Caesar do that insulted the senators?
2. What excuse did he give?
3. What does Plutarch say about the excuse?
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#### Exhibit D: Autopsy report

1. What does the autopsy tell us about the number and skill of the attackers?
2. How many attackers do you think there were? Why?

#### Exhibit E: Statement by Caesar's Bodyguard

1. Why does Tyrannus think Caesar fired him?
2. What did Tyrannus hear from the other guard?

#### Exhibit F: Recording of Senator Cassius

1. Why does Cassius believe Caesar is no better than him?
2. Does Cassius seem angry enough to murder Caesar? Why or why not?
Exhibit G: Various Warnings

1. If you had received these same warnings what would you do?

2. Do these warnings seem believable to you? Why or why not?

Exhibit H: Dr. Burzstajn Interview

1. What does Dr. Burzstajn think about the note in Caesar's hand?

2. Why does Dr. Burzstajn think Caesar may have wanted to die this way?

A.R.E. Indictment

Assertion:
I believe __________________________________________________________

Reason:
I believe this because ______________________________________________

Evidence:
Exhibit ___ shows __________________________________________________

Exhibit ___ shows __________________________________________________

Exhibit ___ shows __________________________________________________

Exhibit ___ shows __________________________________________________